
FTC Robotics Team Roles 
Some of these roles may “stack” (that is, a Team Captain may also be the B block foreperson). Teams 

should have a high bus number. 

First Year Team Member (∞) 
- Consult with Foreperson daily for backlog assignments 

- Complete assignments, seeking assistance and clarification from relevant Leads, teammates as 

necessary 

- Identify potential projects for team backlog in consultation with Foreperson 

- Actively work to support team morale and effectiveness 

- Seek personal opportunities to learn 

Returning Team Member (∞) 
This role includes the Captain, Leads, and Forepeople 

- Consult with Foreperson daily for backlog assignments 

- Complete assignments, seeking assistance and clarification from relevant Leads, teammates as 

necessary 

- Identify potential projects for team backlog in consultation with Foreperson 

- Actively work to support team morale and effectiveness 

- Seek personal opportunities to learn 

- Make opportunities for first year team members to assist, support, learn, lead 

System Lead (3-5, selected after challenge released) 
The robot is broken into several subsystems, framed around discrete functions. Optimally, the systems 

can function independently and share only space and power/control systems (e.g. a driving base 

subsystem which defines a platform on to which other subsystems are mounted, or a climbing system 

that can be mounted modularly on a driving base). However, realistically, some subsystems may be 

interdependent (e.g. a ball-ingestion/storage system that feeds into a ball-shooting or launching 

system). Each subsystem is developed as a module by a System Lead and a subteam of team members. 

The subteam’s membership may fluctuate based on the demands of the task at hand. 

A new or returning team member who already demonstrates “learning to implement” many domains of 

the rubrics, and who has a particular interest/expertise in a particular system. 

- Facilitate design process (brainstorming, prototyping, testing) 

- Arbitrate decisions on competing designs 

- Facilitate building the subsystem (including requisitioning parts and tools from the Captain) 

- Coordinate design, physical, and software changes that impact other subsystems with the 

Captain and fellow System Leads 

- Maintain and prioritize team backlog for subsystem 

- Lead by example 

- Train successor(s) 



Outreach Lead (1, selected after challenge released) 
Outreach is envisioned as a “non-robot” subsystem within the team. 

A new or returning team member who already demonstrates learning to implement many domains of 

the rubrics, and who has a particular interest/expertise in Outreach. 

- Schedule community outreach events with the school, external organizations 

- Organize the team for community outreach events 

- Solicit sponsorships 

- Thank (and otherwise engage sponsors) 

- Supervise completion of FTC paperwork, documentation and awards applications 

- Maintain and prioritize team backlog for outreach projects 

- Lead by example 

- Train successor(s) 

A/B Block Foreperson (1 per block, selected after schedules are known) 
A new or returning team member who already demonstrates mastery across many domains of the 

rubrics. This role must be present at all practices. This role may be filled by a captain, or by another team 

member on larger teams. 

- Facilitate completion of prioritized team backlog 

- Coordinate project updates in team backlog 

- Communicate directly and regularly with Leads regarding backlog project details and priority 

- Communicate directly and daily with opposite block foreman re: backlog progress 

- Supervise regular Engineering Notebook documentation 

- Lead by example 

- Train successor(s) 

Team Captain (1-2, selected before season) 
A returning team member who already demonstrates mastery across many domains of the rubrics. This 

is a not a ceremonial role: this position is critical to the success of the team overall and requires active 

engagement throughout the season. We are concerned about students attempting to juggle captaincy 

and college applications, and are unlikely to approve a pair of senior captains 

- Supervise team backlog 

- Meet team checkpoints and deadlines 

- Arbitrate decisions between System Leads 

- Supervise team operating budget, tools, and equipment 

- Lead by example 

- Train successor(s) 

- Maintain individual team member morale and overall team morale 

  


